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[vlr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,

Frorn African Parliaments where the practice of minutes taken is in use since the period of
independences, verbatim reporting had been expanded to board meetings, local
governments & councils, seminars, round tables, conferences, enquiry commission and
6thers meetings. Meanwhile, Minutes taken had proved it importance in the exploitation and
conservation of the spoken word.

At tne beginning, the iob was done by foreigners, under the technical assistance policy to
Farliaments or what served as such.

llong before the present century, word recording and transcription considerably evolved in
Cnina, in the USA, in Canada and Europe, thanks to the government support that
s[imulated research in the fie]d such as to meet the needs of professionals, users and
rrnanufacturers in the minutes taken and transcription technology fields.

The support of the governments to the fast and abbreviated writing is seen with the
adoption'of biding legislations that also make provisions for subtitling for the deaf and
intrpair-hearing in courts, TV stations and other domains. This strong of positive actions has
helped a lot Jn promoting the profession and has aroused considerable interests in the
manufacturing oi related iools (hardware and software), as well as the creation of training
cdnters or training institutions.

In Africa, if Parliaments have come to increase their usage of verbatim reporting, courts and
televisions unfortunately lag behind. lt is clear that verbatim reporting had been very
instrumental in creating-decent and suitable jobs and building institutional capacities as the
windows to funding opportunities from the International Community vis-d-vis Africa.

This can helped develop the continent where, mostly, the judiciary currently depends on archaic,
hahdwritten recording, information and filing systems, and the adoption of ICT is still very much in its
infancy, meaning commercial disputes and others can sometimes take years to resolve.

Speech capturing and transcription had developed windows of opportunities which can
enable to create luitable jobs for youth, empower women, guaranties mainstreaming, and
reihforce capacity building in national institutions, combat discriminations against deaf and
impair-hearings in the information, communication and education. Such windows are part of
the Millennium Development Goals which, coincidently, express the International
Community's willingness. Undoubtedly, speech capturing could be the sprint board to the
achievement of the MDGs, as well as a chance to build partnership and work together.

Programmes with such actions are catching and enjoying an imp_ressive funding support.
An excellent motivation indeed that guaranties brighter future for Computer-aided verbatim
reporting. A field where both professionals and opportunists currently compete, some for
the instantaneous transcription of the spoken word, others for the sales of the related
equlpment or for a training.



Considering the numerous advantages, some countries has taken another step to strengthen
the investment climate by announcing a programme to modernize their judiciary systems, in order to
respond to investors' concerns about commercial justice in Africa, through information and
cpmmunication technology, intensive training, software and other equipment for court
administration, case management and recordkeeping.

Apart from helping judges, parties and other users, there is a need to increase the Judiciary's speed
and efficiency, and therefore help improve African 's reputation as a place to do business.

Alt a time when the hope of the new generation of African leaders is focused to truly
irftegrate the continent in the global world, a word capturing project may represent a revolution
of African judiciary system, information and communication and other domains, it may contribute to
a brighter future for the continent, by putting in place vibrant laws, procedures and dispute
arbitration systems upon which the business community can rely.
Such projects are currently going on in Tanzania, Zambia, Uganda, Central Africa
Community, etc., with the remit to tackle the misperceptions that currently exist about Africa
as an investment destination.

lrnportant commitments had been made by Europeans and Americans, but the China
special partnership is already well-known, particularly its economic and social aspects such
a$ training facilities and capacity building which directly touch the populations. This remains
e$sential to progress on poverty reduction, sustainable development, human rights, peace
ahd security, good governance and democracy.

In fact, there is an established closed and positive correlation on Computer-aided verbatim
reporting which had play a very significant role in courts, in television, in parliaments and
other deliberative bodies in the other parts of the world, by stimulate iob and business
opportunities and promoting skills building for nationals institutions.

As a concrete manifestation of it commitment to promote the practice of the word capturing
and transcription, lntersteno Community needs to build a global partnership in order to
make the benefit of it role to be foreseen. Thus, manufacturers, experts and other
professionals surely will take part into the trade facilities offered not only in Africa, but all
over the world.

During the two last decades and through my training experience, one of the great difficulties
I already identified in Africa is related to the cost of the training and professional tools in
speech capturing, which is an average of 10 000 usd per post. I am convinced that the
solution may come from the effective transfer of technology and knowledge, both in training
and tools manufacturing.

As part of my ongoing effort, I am hardly working on the Swahili steno machine writing since
fourteen months. Having built the writing principles and rules, a Swahili fast writing method
is under test since nine months and one of the six trainees is able to capture the spoken
word at the speed of 100 wpm. The next step is subject to partnership, the challenge being
to build the appropriate tools (steno-machines and computer-aided transcription software in
Swahili). The project was submitted to the UNICTR Outreach and Capacity Building
Initiative, but unfortunately, there is no guarantee that it implementation will meet the
funding support needed.

In this approach, China is always committed to developing relations with Africa, by forging
cloSer political, cultural and educational links, In fact, China became one of the Africa's
largest trading partners apart from United States and France. There is a Forum on China-
Africa Cooperation, established in 2000, which provides an institutionalized platform for



enhancing bilateral exchanges and cooperation. lt include, among others, establishing and
increasing the Fund for African Human Resources Development.

Economically, China and Africa are mutually complementary partners that benefit each
other. On the other hand, Africa is a promising continent with rich natural and human
resources and a huge market. However, having suffered from colonialism and regional
cpnflicts, the continent is experiencing economic backwardness and lacks the funds,
t4chnology and experience for development. Thus, African countries can benefit from the
China remarkable economic takeoff .

Speech capturing and transcription firms are welcome to Africa and are requested to
penetrate the African market of computer-aided verbatim reporting, to helped create
employment and business opportunities in African countries, increase their revenues,
through the introduction of the spoken word practical technologies, enhancing the
competence of local workers and improving their productivity.

Given these common values, Intersteno Community can expect to further strengthen their
cultural linkages with a view to contribute building a harmonious world, where different
civilizations coexist with a real and concrete team spirit, while learning from each other,
exchanging experiences and holding arts performances and exhibitions.

The international community provide more and tangible supports and assistance to the
African governments and people, the speech capturing and transcription technology should
be among the facilities offered to the continent, such as to contribute to the economic and
s0cial development to improve African people's livelihood.

Under such a benefite, I would like to make the proposals, once again, to promote the

Oomputer-aided verbatim reporting through a global partenership where both professional,
nlaniiactures, trainers and other experts can share their experiences gained in the field.

,4s expressed by the former UN Secretary General, "China can help Africa make real steps
toward meeting the Millennium Development Goals." Computer-aided Verbatim Reporting'
should one of tne tinX of emerging markets of Africa offering windows opportunities, as lt
may lead to 'job creation and business opportunity that would therefore ultimately stimulate
the Africa economy - and lead to prosperity.

Thank you Mr. President and distinguished delegates for your attention as well as your
support for word capturing and transcription promotion.


